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Carbon removal in so-called remote areas, where no energetic species can reach the surface, is investigated
with low-temperature glow discharges in pure oxygen. Plasma-deposited amorphous hydrogenated carbon thin
films are used as a model system for redeposited films. Erosion measurements are performed on flat substrates
as well as on two different 3D test structures. One design consists of 19 mm deep gaps with widths ranging from
0.5 to 4 mm to simulate ITER tile gaps. A second design consists of a flat box-like structure where particles can
enter only through a narrow slit. Measurements are performed for substrate temperatures ranging from 290 to
580 K. Erosion rates follow an Arrhenius-type dependence on substrate temperature with an effective activation
energy of 0.25 eV. While at room temperature the surface loss probability of the dominant eroding species is
50 % it becomes smaller at elevated temperatures. At elevated temperatures the films are not only removed
faster but simultaneously erosion penetrates deeper into the gaps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Redeposition of carbon accompanied by co-deposition of
hydrogen isotopes is expected to be the dominant fuel reten-
tion mechanism in the carbon phase of ITER [1–3]. To avoid
continuous build-up of a fuel inventory inside the vessel, re-
moval techniques need to be developed. Besides other re-
moval techniques, e.g. mechanical removal and laser desorp-
tion and ablation techniques, oxygen glow discharge cleaning
was proposed as one possible candidate to remove redeposited
hydrocarbon films [1]. For removal of redeposited films from
plasma-wetted areas and other locations that are accessible by
remote handling, all these methods seem to be promising [4–
10]. Especially for plasma oxidation, e.g. ASDEX Upgrade
showed that removal is very effective even at room temper-
ature [10, 11] and similar results were obtained in TEXTOR
[8] for elevated temperatures. For HT-7 it was reported that
at wall temperatures between 400 and 470 K oxygen glow
discharge cleaning was more effective than thermal oxidation
[7].

Apart from deposition of thick layers on plasma-exposed
surfaces [12, 13] co-deposition in narrow gaps of castellated
structures is a major concern [13–16]. Especially the side
walls of gaps are expected to be the main deposition areas
[12–16]. Also deposition far away from the first wall in so-
called remote locations may contribute significantly to the
total fuel build-up (see [2] and references therein). Of the
particles created in the oxygen discharge ions are expected
to be lost after the first wall collision but reactive neutrals
could in principle penetrate deep inside gaps and migrate to
remote locations. However, up to now no dedicated measure-
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ments were conducted in present fusion experiments to clarify
to what extent it is possible to remove co-deposits from non-
plasma-wetted and remote areas with oxygen glow discharge
cleaning. So far, it is only known from the ASDEX Upgrade
cleaning experiment that no substantial erosion was found in
remote areas [10, 11].

Although removal of carbonaceous films by oxygen glow
discharges is a standard tool in technological processes (see,
e.g., [17–19]) little is known about the reactivity of individual
species formed in oxygen-containing low-temperature plas-
mas as well as their specific role in the erosion process. It
is known from laboratory experiments, that the ion energy as
well as the substrate temperature significantly influence the
erosion rate. This indicates that ballistic as well as chemical
effects play a crucial role in the erosion process [20, 21]. En-
ergetic oxygen species cause erosion rates which exceed those
of physical sputtering due to chemical reactions at the end of
their range, a phenomenon known as chemical sputtering or
reactive ion etching [22–24]. E.g. Baggerman et al. [25] re-
ported measured yields for polymer etching in oxygen plas-
mas of up to ≈ 14 removed carbon atoms per incident ener-
getic oxygen particle. This implies that other reactive species
in addition to the energetic ones participate in the erosion pro-
cess. Hopf et al. demonstrated that a synergistic interaction
between ions and molecular oxygen exists that can explain
such high yields [11, 26]. They devised a model that describes
quantitatively the measured rates and their dependence on ion
energy, ion and neutral fluxes and substrate temperature. Ac-
cording to that model one would expect that for temperatures
below 650 K removal is only effective for surfaces with direct
contact to the glow discharge where particles with substantial
energies can reach the surface. For remote areas as well as
narrow gaps one would expect largely reduced erosion com-
pared to plasma-exposed surfaces.

In a recent study we exposed deep gaps with variable as-
pect ratio to different oxygen discharges at room temperature
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[27]. We found that removal of carbon layers inside the gaps
is possible even if there is no direct plasma contact. However,
the erosion rates inside the gaps are largely reduced compared
to flat surfaces. Film removal deep inside the gaps was found
to be inefficient. To elucidate the effectiveness of neutral oxy-
gen species we focus in the present study on the erosion of
carbonaceous films in remote areas with no plasma contact.
Plasma-deposited amorphous hydrogenated thin films were
used as a model system for redeposited films. Here we ad-
dress two issues that were not investigated so far: first, the
influence of the substrate temperature on the erosion rate and
second the surface loss probability of the neutral species in-
volved in the erosion process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were conducted with pure oxygen plasmas
in the device PLAQ. A basic description of PLAQ is given
in [20] and the present configuration is described in [27].
In short, PLAQ consists of a stainless steel chamber and is
equipped with an electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR) plasma
source operating at 2.45 GHz. The ECR plasma is confined
in a metallic cage, 150 mm in height and 140 mm in diame-
ter. The power coupled to that volume is 75 W. The chamber
pressure is 1.0 Pa. The distance between the bottom of the
cage and the substrate holder is 100 mm. For all the experi-
ments presented in this article, the bottom of the plasma cage
is closed with a solid plate so that the line of sight between
the plasma and the substrate holder is blocked (see figure 1
in [27]). Particles can only leave the plasma through the side
wall of the cage made of a metal mesh. They can reach the
substrate only after several collisions in the gas phase or with
the stainless steel walls. As energetic species are expected to
loose their energy via these collisions, only reactive neutrals
with thermal energies can reach the sample surfaces. Hence
we refer to the substrate position in this study as remote po-
sition and to this experimental configuration as remote ECR
discharge. For flat samples an in situ ellipsometer operating at
632.8 nm can be used to measure erosion and deposition rates
at the center of the substrate holder in real time [28]. Heating
of the substrates is performed by radiation from the backside
by a Boralectricr heating element. For the room temperature
measurements the substrate holder is water cooled to remove
the thermal load from the plasma cage that heats up to 430 K
during the exposures. Temperatures are measured with a type
K thermocouple clamped to the substrates from the front side.

Three different types of sample geometries are used in this
study as illustrated in figure 1. Besides exposure of a flat sam-
ple, different 3D structures are exposed to the O2 discharge in
the remote position. One is the so-called tile gap test structure
(TGTS) already described in [27] where also a photograph is
shown. The other one is a so-called cavity.

As a model system for co-deposited films, amorphous
hydrogenated carbon thin films (a–C:H) are used. They
are deposited on single-crystalline silicon wafers (thickness
680 µm) on the driven electrode of a capacitively coupled rf
plasma at 13.56 MHz. Methane is used as precursor gas at a
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the sample geometries used in
this study (to scale).

pressure of 2.0 Pa and a dc self-bias voltage of -300 V. Under
these conditions typical dense a–C:H films with a hydrogen
content (H/(H+C)) of 30%, refractive index n̂ = 2.12− i ·0.08
and carbon number density of 9× 1022 cm−3 are produced.
For the erosion measurements on the flat substrates a–C:H
films are directly deposited in the device PLAQ according to
the recipe mentioned above. Growth and erosion are moni-
tored in-situ with single wavelength ellipsometry at 632.8 nm
in real time. For the 3D geometries samples are grown in
a different setup, where the variation of the initial a–C:H
film thickness is smaller than 1%. For these films the lat-
eral film thickness distribution on each wafer is analyzed be-
fore and after exposure by ellipsometry. A single wavelength
ellipsometer (Jobin Yvon PZ 2000 operating at 632.8 nm)
equipped with an automated sample stage is used to perform
2-dimensional scans with a spot size of 10× 30 µm. The
film thickness on the different wafers varies between 55 and
290 nm, depending on the application. Cavities and tile gaps
are placed in the center of the substrate holder to maintain
axial symmetry. In these cases thickness changes cannot be
monitored in real time during exposure. Based on measure-
ments on flat samples, exposure times were set in such a way
that a substantial part of the initial a–C:H film was eroded.

The TGTS geometry was chosen to be representative not
only for the castellated structures but also for the gaps between
tiles that may be much deeper. Widths range from 0.5 to 4 mm
and the depth is 19 mm. The TGTS consist of three copper
cuboids 19× 32× 8 mm3 in size that separate the four pairs
of samples. The different gap widths g of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 mm
between the a–C:H coated silicon samples are defined by pairs
of small copper spacers (g ×19 ×4 mm3).

To measure the surface loss probability so-called cavity
probes are exposed. Cavity probes were first introduced into
the fusion community by Hopf et al. to determine the surface
loss probability of neutral hydrocarbon species [29]. They
were later applied in fusion experiments by Mayer et al. [30].
The reason why we prefer this geometry to measure the sur-
face loss probability is discussed in the next section. Our cav-
ity is a box-like arrangement 2.6 mm high, 15 mm wide and
30 mm long, with a 0.8 mm narrow slit as an entrance at the
top as illustrated in the cross section in figure 1. The dimen-
sions are chosen such that gas phase collisions inside the cav-
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ity can be neglected. The four side walls of the cavity are
closed, so that particles can enter or leave the cavity only via
the slit. The bottom as well as the top are made of a–C:H
coated Si wafers, while the small side walls are defined by the
copper structure that separates the Si samples from each other
and holds them in place.

III. RESULTS

A. Temperature dependence

For the in situ erosion measurements silicon substrates
(28×28 mm2) are screwed to the stainless steel sample holder
to ensure good thermal contact. Before each erosion measure-
ment a dense a-C:H layer of 70 nm thickness is deposited on
the substrate holder of PLAQ using the deposition parame-
ters mentioned above. Growth and erosion are monitored in-
situ with ellipsometry in real time. It is known that dense
a–C:H films relax after deposition [31]. Therefore we wait for
30 minutes after each deposition before adjusting the substrate
temperature to the desired value. Although film properties are
not expected to change much in the temperature range below
650 K a slight increase in film thickness is observed when
films are tempered. This thickness increase was observed ear-
lier [32] and is attributed to a release of internal stress. We
introduce oxygen into the chamber only after the ellipsome-
try signal settles. To check whether thermal oxidation of the
deposited film causes a measurable erosion rate at the given
pressure and temperature we wait for another hour before ig-
niting the discharge. As expected from thermal oxidation ex-
periments of a–C:H films [26, 33] no erosion is found for any
of the temperatures investigated here.

Figure 2 shows the erosion rates measured on a flat sur-
face exposed to the remote ECR discharge for different sub-
strate temperatures. For each erosion measurement the whole
70 nm thick film was eroded and the time averaged rate is
shown in figure 2. At 290 K the erosion rate is 4×10−4 nm/s.
This is about two orders of magnitude smaller than for the di-
rect plasma exposure at the same location (bottom plate open,
sample at floating potential,i.e. mean ion energy 7 eV, max-
imum ion energy 10 eV). The erosion rate increases by two
orders of magnitude to 4× 10−2 nm/s when the temperature
is increased from 290 to 580 K. From the Arrhenius plot an
effective activation energy of 0.25 eV is determined. This ef-
fective activation energy has to be compared with 1.3 eV and
1.7 eV found for thermal oxidation of a-C:H [26] and graphite
[34], respectively. Obviously, the reactive species produced in
the plasma are much more reactive than molecular oxygen.

B. Determining the surface loss probability

The surface loss probability β is defined as the probabil-
ity that a particle does not survive a collision with the surface
and is hence complementary to the reflection probability r. A
growth species is lost either by sticking with the probability
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FIG. 2: Measured erosion rate for different substrate temperatures
for the remote exposure of flat samples. For each measurement point
a dense a-C:H layer with a thickness of 70 nm was eroded. Data are
shown in form of an Arrhenius plot as function of 1000/T in loga-
rithmic scale. The solid line corresponds to an effective activation
energy of 0.25 eV.

s to the surface or by recombination with an adsorbed sur-
face atom with the probability γ [29, 35]. While the reflection
probability r is also adequate to describe the interaction of
eroding neutral species present in an oxygen plasma, s and γ
and therefore also the meaning of β need to be adopted. In-
stead of the sticking probability s we define an erosion prob-
ability ε that summarizes all possible reaction channels for a
reactive oxygen species to interact with the film in such a way,
that it leads finally to erosion. In γ we summarize all proba-
bilities that describe the loss of reactivity of eroding species.
This might be recombination in the case of atomic oxygen or
de-excitation in case of an excited O2 molecule or dissociation
in case of ozone. Following this definition β can be written
as:

β = 1− r = γ + ε (1)

This is also schematically depicted in figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the probability that a reactive species es-

capes again from a certain substrate geometry as a function of
the surface loss probability. For a flat geometry this escape
probability is simply given by 1-β . For arbitrary 3D struc-
tures it can only be derived numerically. We determined the
escape probability by following particle trajectories inside the
geometries. In a 2D Monte Carlo simulation the particles start
along a line above the gap or cavity entrance with a cosine
distribution. The transport inside the cavity is expected to fol-
low consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles. Each desorp-
tion process is assumed to obey a cosine distribution. Fig-
ure 4 shows that both the TGTS and the cavity have a signif-
icantly lower escape probability than the flat surface. This is
not surprising because on the flat surface a reactive species
has only one chance to react with the surface, while in the
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FIG. 3: Illustration of the surface loss probability β . When colliding
with a surface species can be directly reflected with probability r,
they can be converted with probability γ to a non-reactive species or
they can lead to erosion with the probability ε .
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FIG. 4: Escape probability as a function of the surface loss probabil-
ity for a flat substrate, 19 mm deep tile gaps with 0.5 and 4 mm gap
width, and the cavity geometry shown in figure 1.

TGTS and the cavity the particles have several surface colli-
sions and therefore several possibilities to react. Figure 4 also
shows that even for the narrow TGTS a much larger amount
of the incoming particles leave the gap than in the case of the
cavity. As a consequence the detection sensitivity for reactive
species is higher in case of the cavity which holds true espe-
cially for low β species. In addition, the erosion profile inside
the TGTS is largely influenced by the initial angular distri-
bution of the impinging reactive species because each surface
element can be reached not only via collisions with the gap
walls but also directly from outside the gap. For the cavity
this is only the case for a rather limited area in the center of
the bottom substrate opposite to the entrance slit. The inner
side of the top substrate as well as the area far away from the
center on the bottom substrate can only be reached after wall
collisions and, therefore, they do not depend strongly on the
initial angular distribution. The difference becomes most ob-
vious when assuming a hypothetical erosion experiment with
species that have a surface loss probability of 1. In the case
of the cavity one would directly see no erosion far away from
the center on the bottom substrate as well as at the inner side
of the top substrate. In the case of the TGTS one would just
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FIG. 5: Central scan of the eroded film thicknesses of the cavity
a) at the bottom substrate as well as b) on the inner and c) on the
outer side of the top substrate. The cavity was exposed to the remote
ECR discharge in 1 Pa oxygen for 61 hours. Please note that while
the thickness scale for a) and b) is the same it is compressed by a
factor of five for c). The large open symbols and the small closed
ones represent the same data just reflected at the central axis. The
difference between the left and right sides gives an idea about the
accuracy margin. The solid lines in a) and b) are the result of a fitted
profile for species with β = 0.5.

see a decrease in the erosion at the side walls of the TGTS
as for any β value. Because that decay depends strongly on
the initial angular distribution of the species, which is not ex-
actly known, the analysis would be ambiguous in this case.
We therefore do not try to determine the surface loss proba-
bility from the TGTS measurements but only from the cavity
experiments.

Figure 5 shows the erosion (a) at the bottom and (b) at the
top substrate inside the cavity, as well as (c) at the outer side
of the top substrate. The cavity was exposed for 61 hours to
the remote ECR discharge in oxygen. Initial film thicknesses
were 155, 55, and 290 nm on surfaces a, b, and c, respectively.

Even without discussing the exact shape of the measured
profile, one can directly see that erosion inside the cavity is
dominated by species with a relatively large surface loss prob-
ability. While 25 nm of the film is removed on the bottom
surface of the cavity opposite to the entrance slit, only 6 nm
is removed at the inner side of the top substrate. If species
with low β would dominate the erosion, a comparable amount
should be eroded at the top and the bottom which is clearly not
the case. The same conclusion can be drawn from the shape
of the bottom profile. The strong decay from the center to the
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edge is in accordance with a high β value. Obviously, most
of the species get lost after very few collisions with the walls
and therefore cannot reach areas far from the center.

Besides these qualitative arguments we can also derive a
quantitative estimate for β if we compare the eroded amount
of material inside the cavity with that on the upper side of
the cavity close to the entrance slit. For large β values we
can assume that reactive species cannot leave the cavity any-
more but bounce back and forth until they are finally lost by
wall collisions. Because they can be lost either by conversion
to non-reactive species with probability γ or by erosion pro-
cesses with probability ε only the fraction ε/β leads to ero-
sion. The amount of material eroded inside the cavity within
a given exposure time t is then given by

Ninside = jin ·Aslit · t · ε
β

, (2)

where jin is the incoming reactive particle flux density and
Aslit is the area of the entrance slit. The amount of material
Ntop that is eroded from the top of the cavity on a surface with
area Aslit is given by

Ntop = jin ·Aslit · t · ε. (3)

The ratio between these two values is only determined by the
surface loss probability β

Ntop

Ntinside
= β , (4)

For finite β values jin in equation (2) must be corrected
with the escape probability shown in figure 4. Without doing
so equation (4) gives only a lower limit for β . For the 300 K
exposure the erosion found on the upper side of the top layer
(figure 5c) is 120 nm. Taking into account the slit width of
0.8 mm and the length of 30 mm, we can determine the hypo-
thetically eroded amount on that area to be 2.9×106µm3. The
total eroded amount inside the cavity is given by 6.1×106µm3

so that the ratio between these two values gives an estimate for
β of 0.5. The error of that estimate can be determined from
figure 4. Less than 5 % of the incoming species will be able to
leave the cavity again and therefore the denominator in equa-
tion (4) is overestimated by 5%.

In addition, we modelled the transport inside the cavity ac-
cording to the model of Hopf et al. [36] to quantify the surface
loss probability. In this model β is assumed to be constant
on all surfaces. Transport follows consecutive adsorption-
desorption steps, where the desorption is according to the co-
sine law. No gas phase collisions are considered but ballistic
transport between the walls. As shown in figure 5a and 5b a β
value of 0.5 describes the measured profile very well.

Figure 6 shows the erosion for a cavity exposed at elevated
temperature for 30 min. Apart from the temperature and the
exposure time the experimental parameters were identical to
those in figure 5. The temperature was adjusted to 540 K.
Comparing figure 6 with figure 5, one can directly see that the
surface loss probability of the dominating species involved in
the erosion process is smaller at elevated temperature. First,

a similar thickness is eroded on the inner side of the top sub-
strate compared to that at the bottom substrate, namely 25 nm
compared to 39 nm. Secondly, a substantial amount of mate-
rial is eroded far from the center at the top and bottom sub-
strates and consequently the profiles are less peaked than at
300 K. Obviously, in this case the dominant species can sur-
vive much more wall collisions and reach areas far from the
center. Comparing the integrals of the total eroded amount for
the high temperature exposure case here (1.4×106µm3 out-
side versus 20×106µm3 inside the cavity) provides an esti-
mate for β of 0.07. The escape probability is already 23 % in
this case, so that the correct β value should be around 0.1. The
analysis of the shape with the Hopf model gives a best fit for
a β of 0.17 (see solid lines in figure 6a and 6b). We can only
speculate about the apparent difference here. The most proba-
ble explanation is that the temperature is slightly different for
the top layer and inside the cavity in that experiment. As the
cavity acts like a black body emitter the temperature inside
the cavity is expected to be very homogenously distributed
but probably slightly higher than at the outside. One indica-
tion for this is that erosion on the top surface is larger at the
outer side where the substrates have thermal contact with the
heated copper structure. Because of the strong dependence of
the erosion rate on temperature (see figure 2) little deviations
in temperature have a large effect on the rate.

C. Erosion in tile gaps

A TGTS was exposed to the remote ECR discharge for
48 hours. The initial film thickness was 140 nm. The thick-
ness variation was measured before and after exposure with
ellipsometry in the middle of the side wall samples along the
penetration depth. In addition, scans perpendicular to that di-
rection along the upper and lower edges of the sample were
performed. Because the spacers between the side wall sam-
ples cover the original film during exposure they locally pre-
vent erosion. The resulting step edge between the eroded area
and the initial film thickness can be used to check the central
profile with an accuracy of 0.1 nm. Figure 7 shows the eroded
film thickness at the side wall TGTS substrates in logarithmic
scale for four different gap widths. The entrance of the gap is
at position 0. For easier comparison with the following figure
the displayed profiles are normalized to the maximum ero-
sion observed at the side walls of the widest gap. Erosion is
maximal at the entrance and decreases rapidly with increasing
distance from the top in accordance with results we obtained
earlier [27]. Other than in the previous experiment [27] the Si
samples for the tile gap side walls were laser cut so that the
edges were not only flush with the top but also with the bottom
surface of the copper cuboids. We therefore have a more pre-
cise determination of the erosion profiles close to the bottom
of the side walls. Erosion measured at the side wall close to
the bottom and erosion measured at the bottom wafer coincide
for all four gap widths. This was not the case in the previous
experiment [27] when energetic particles reached the bottom
surface. Also different from previous work [27], where a ref-
erence position was chosen as ”flat, undisturbed surface” far
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FIG. 6: Central scan of the eroded film thicknesses of the cavity a)
at the bottom substrate as well as b) on the inner and c) on the outer
side of the top substrate (c). The cavity was exposed to the ECR
discharge in 1 Pa oxygen for 30 minutes. Thickness scale for a), b)
and c) is the same. The large open symbols and the small closed
symbols represent the same data just reflected at the central axis.
The difference between the left and right sides gives an idea about
the accuracy margin. The solid lines in a) and b) are the result of a
fitted profile for species with β = 0.17.

away from the TGTS, a substrate is now chosen as reference
that is located next to the gap entrance on top of the TGTS.
The eroded thickness on that substrate was 148 nm. For all
gap widths the maximum erosion – ranging from 80 nm for
the 4 mm wide gap down to 39 nm for the 0.5 mm wide gap
– is smaller than that reference value. The maximum erosion
is largest for the widest gap. The erosion rate initially decays
nearly exponentially with the distance from the gap and shows
a tail that penetrates deeper inside the gap.

A second TGTS was exposed to the remote ECR discharge
at elevated temperature (470 K). Apart from the temperature
and the exposure time the experimental parameters were iden-
tical to the previous experiment (figure 7). Figure 8 shows the
eroded film thickness at the side wall TGTS substrates in log-
arithmic scale for the four different gaps for this case. Also
in this case the erosion at the side walls drops with the dis-
tance from the gap entrance. However, the particles survive
more wall collisions and can penetrate deeper, as expected
from the cavity experiments. Compared to the 300 K case, de-
cay lengths are much larger. While the 1/e decay length scales
roughly as the gap width for the 300 K case it is many times
the gap width at 470 K. The difference becomes even more
pronounced, when comparing the total amount eroded inside
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the gaps. E.g., for the 0.5 mm wide gap the eroded amount per
hour of exposure increases by two orders of magnitude from
4.6×104µm3 at 300 K to 4.6×106µm3 at 470 K.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Erosion of a–C:H films exposed to oxygen ECR discharges
in remote positions, where no energetic oxygen species can
reach the surface, is studied. The erosion rate increases ex-
ponentially with the substrate temperature with an effective
activation energy of only 0.25 eV. The surface loss probabil-
ity of the dominant erosion species is determined with cavity
probes. Not only the absolute erosion rate, but also the sur-
face loss probability of the dominant species depends strongly
on temperature. The erosion rate increases by two orders of
magnitude when the substrate temperature is increased from
290 to 580 K. While the surface loss probability of the domi-
nant erosion species is rather high at room temperature (0.5),
it decreases by about a factor of five when the temperature in-
creases to 540 K. As a consequence of both effects, films do
not only get removed faster but simultaneously erosion pene-
trates deeper inside the gaps at elevated temperatures.

One explanation for the two different surface loss probabil-
ities is that for the two investigated temperatures two different
species are dominating the erosion. While at low tempera-
ture only few species with high surface loss probability pre-
vail, erosion at higher temperature is governed by species that

are more abundant and show a lower surface loss probabil-
ity. From our present experiments we cannot conclude which
reactive neutral species is responsible for the erosion. This
might be atomic oxygen as well as ozone or exited oxygen
molecules, but is appears that the dominant reactive species
at 300 K and at elevated temperature are different. The con-
clusions of this work should be also valid for other low tem-
perature discharge types applied in fusion experiments if they
operate at similar pressure and with electron temperatures of a
few eV because for these conditions the same reactive neutrals
are supposed to be produced.

Taking into account that recent experiments in DIII-D, Tex-
tor, ASDEX Upgrade, and JT-60-U [14, 16, 37] showed depo-
sition profiles with 1/e decay lengths that are typically a few
times the gap width, one can conclude from our experiments,
that cleaning of remote areas with oxygen glow discharges
can be successful at elevated temperatures but will be ineffec-
tive at room temperature as the surface loss probability of the
species dominating the erosion process is too large. The op-
timal strategy to remove redeposited carbon films by oxygen
glow discharges in future fusion devices would be to operate
at the highest temperature possible.
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